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M. John Harrison

 ̂̂  ̂  NOTES FROM THE

It’s all right dipping a toe into the enteritic stream of opinion on which 
the world now floats: but does one actually want to fall in?  Ideology, rock 
music &  science fiction are major cultural laxatives, ultimate sociological 
components of a total self-indulgence. Add them to a high birth rate, a high 
standard of living &  a high(er) standard of education to produce a 
completely media-dominated society. Without N ew  W orlds we wouldn’t 
now have John Travolta poster mags; without Bob Dylan we wouldn’t now 
have Abba; without William Burroughs we wouldn’t now have 
Christopher Priest. We wouldn’t now have the Ever Open Mouth, the 
Enormous Pundit Sh is prolonged Opinion.

I was now almost without principles... it was hard to choose-unless one’s 
appetites came into it-between one course of action & another. .. When in doubt 
I used to play over & over to myself a gramaphone record... & then do what 
came into my head.

Louis MacNeice, The Strings Are False.

There is no conspiracy. We are not being manipulated by the media. We exist in a 
feedback relationship with them. They are ultimately what we want. The artist (as opposed to 
the communicator, or self-expressor, who is simply a mouth attached to a typewriter or a 
microphone) condemns this: then the media take his condemnation &  serve that up as 
porridge too. The only way to opt out of such a self-abusive scheme is to stop producing, & 
go & find something more interesting to fill in the time. While all the bank clerks are rushing 
off to express themselves, throw off their accountants’ weeds &  find a MEANINGFUL 
EXISTENCE in ART, INDIVIDUALITY &  POPULAR CULTURE, the artists &  individuals 
are getting jobs in banks. This enables them to earn money &  grow crocuses or go 
white-water canoeing at weekends.

It enables them to say nothing, which is the ultimate luxury of the artistic life.

How’d you like to find one in your laundry basket?
Ian Dury, Blockheads

The shutters are up on Punch and Judy (who may or may not have been the real 
animating spirit o f it all, no-one is saying): the abandoned bunkers with their hanks of drying 
seaweeds their angst are empty under the moon; the ‘new1 wave has flopped exhausted on 
its last beach. Its real practitioners, bemused or embittered, disgusted or simply sold out, 
have long ago retreated like the tide, or crawled back into the woodwork of their glorious, 
peeling, rococco beach huts: leaving the field to Herbert.

Herbert is a new chap, &  has many persona. He began as a bank clerk, a computer- 
operator or a chartered accountant &  he has ended up (jelled, that is, in this his moment) 
as a poseur, a popularises &  a prick. He has been through a number of lady editors & 
science fiction writers’ wives, who by persistence have taught him to grow his hair.





He has at last stopped wearing the horrible tapered trousers, shiny blue suit-jackets & 
sensible shoes of his cost accountant’s spring, only to discover in his high summer of 
headed notepaper that the moment he swapped them for the denim shoulder bag of 
complete emancipation they came right back into fashion again. He is not slow to point 
this out. Herbert is surprised by his own success, possibly because he wanted it so much. 
To begin as a 'fan’ &  end up with Pan or Faber (the first of whom will buy anything 
purporting to  be science fiction &  the second anything at all as long as it’s cheap)! He can 
still scarcely believe his luck. After years as a second or third rater, writing pseudonymous 
soft porn fo r N.E.L to stay alive, Herbert is taking his first few faltering steps into the 
limelight: &  to  replace the poor, old, new wave, he has invented VAT fiction.

VAT fiction is a new, masterful synthesis of the eminent science fiction of the last 
two or three decades. Publishers welcome it. It is literate. In its development Herbert has 
been helped by many prominent figures. It is possible to mention only a few. Samuel 'Chip’ 
Delany has made an invaluable contribution as the voice of the new liberated middle class. 
Ursula LeGuin & Joanna Russ have provided a welcome female approach to eco-systems, 
gynaecology, social politics &  sensible prose. Herbert would also like to thank Brian Aldiss 
(the Man with the Golden Pen) & Harry Harrison, who showed him how publishers can be 
persuaded to reprint &  reprint &  reprint &  reprint. But most o f all he feels that VAT fiction 
m ust stand or fall by the elements of easily-accessible middlebrow social comment & 
erudition contributed by John Brunner &  -  especially -  the late James Blish. The 
contribution of the latter must be unparalleled: he gave his books vague Shakespearian 
titles, took the names of artists, composers & metaphysicians in vain, &. as a final 
demonstration of his complete lack of aesthetic values (a keynote of the new fiction), 
attempted to  finish Robert Chambers’ 'The King in Yellow’ -  a small th ing in itself, perhaps, 
but no better example o f his signature will ever be found.

VAT fiction is ten percent inspiration &  ninety percent perspiration. It is not so much 
written as collected fo r the Department o f Customs & Excise. It is a serious fiction, not 
‘sci-fi’ or fantasy: it contains much patient academicism; its percipience or instinctive moral 
perception is limited, its grasp of the human condition nil (although of course much of its 
seriousness lies in the attempt to ‘understand’— ie, to pigeon-hole); &, above all, it has no 
irony nor any concept of irony. A  VAT writer needs a clear &  sensible head. His prose was 
developed by the ‘Use of English’ course he took at day-release school during his training 
as a bought ledger clerk or programmer. It is Fowlerised. Its images come from the cinema, 
because Herbert goes a lot to  see modern films; from what he calls ‘rock music’, by which 
he means the music of the late 60s; & from the Modern Classics because he can’t  handle 
the vocabulary or syntax of anything else. Herbert is pleased to see that he shares these 
influences with VAT fiction’s critical organ Institute. ..

Under the pretence of a great upheaval, the old want of character persists.
Rainer Maria Rilke in a letter to 
Baroness Von Ledebour, 1918.

(The mathematician) believes that if A  or B alone can dig a garden in one hour, 
they will together finish the job in thirty minutes flat. No pauses for talk, no 
tangling of forks or argument about who begins at the sunny end enter his 
schematised world. G W Turner, Stylistics. The horror of writers |:’̂ e Robert Heinlein or 
Larry Niven is that they believe a mathematics of tangled forks to  be , ,-ssible; that if  the 
symbols A  & B are sufficiently complicated, or if  men sufficiently simplified, all argument & 
pause can also be programmed into the equation.

Giving the English language to the Americans is like giving sex to small children: 
they know it’s important but they don’t know what the hell to do with it.

Morton Cooper.



Many people on both sides of the fence (& of the Atlantic) in the middle-to-late sixties 
saw the new wave/old guard clash as one of Realism versus Romance. It was only a 
confrontation of the literate & the illiterate. Its only lasting result has been to ‘raise’ the 
genre (critically debased by the sub-literary punditry of Blish, Sturgeon & the like) from low 
to middle brow & allow the sub-academic punditry of the Foundation to debase it further. 
The clerical &  puddingy compromise between new &  old we have held up to us today as 
‘good’ science fiction has no realism at all. Realism has hardly peeped up over the horizon, 
except perhaps in the work of Thomas M Disch, & then fragmentarily.

As to  what a science fiction of realism would attempt. To highlight some emotional 
event of the real world by the use of images culled from an invented one, perhaps-to observe 
the real in terms of the imaginary, to  translate or augment it, thus rendering it more 
accessible. But isn’t that what, say, Ursula K LeGuin does? And her work is so simultaneously 
dull & unrealistic that we instinctively recoil from its comforting assumptions & maternal 
anthropologies. (It has a distinctive feel to it of the ‘Young Adults’ shelf of the local library 
— it is indistinguishable from the work of all those other decent &  earnest ladies who are 
packaging adult experience for the inexperienced.) The reverse would suit us better, to deal 
with the imaginary in strict terms of the real.

Science fiction, after all, is only a subject matter.
The marginally improved techniques &  inflated ambitions left behind by the retreat 

of the new wave will not in themselves lead to the ‘meaningful’ fiction which LeGuin, Russ, 
Priest, Watson et al obviously believe themselves to have discovered (or synthesised: 
synthesised would be a better word): ambition is futile in the face of faulty observations. 
Technique & purpose are a poor substitute for eyesight. If you cannot create the real world, 
how can you expect to be able to  create an unreal one?

Science fiction should drop its new &  academically-approved substance (the new 
version of the old ‘fiction of ideas’ canard) & concentrate on a realistic fiction whatever 
its subject matter. Write Perry Rhodan if you will: but write it out of the real world.
You may claim that this is impossible, since fiction of this type is essentially romantic.
1 would maintain that it is no more romantic than (Jrsula LeGuin’s political fictions: without 
the solid observation (and reproduction) of the actual which characterises the works of Camus 
or Orwell, The Dispossessed is puppetry of a low order—as low an order as The Moon is 
a Harsh Mistress. Rhodan is bad because its romanticism is insufficiently based on the 
real actions of human beings &  insufficiently presented in those terms; so is 
The Embedding or A Dream of Wessex. None of it convinces. The people stink 
(or rather they do not). The buildings are not there. The landscape is an inexpert special 
effect. The canvas is daubed with crude little matchstick figures (partly because nothing 
else is necessary in the fiction of simple ideology, partly because the author is simply 
inept), walking stiffly about (talking: always talking: this is because middlebrow sf writers 
talk a lot) against a background as well-observed & executed as the crude cover-paintings 
under which we find the prize-winning prose...

Comparitively few people care for art at all, & most of them care for it because 
they mistake it for something else.

Arthur Symons, The Savoy No. 8

Most women sf writers are turning out women’s fiction. So are most men. There’s 
nothing wrong with it, but it isn’t much of a read. People sit down & discuss things sensibly. 
It’s very healthy. There isn’t  any pain that can’t be absorbed, sanitised & turned to some 
purpose. “Surely we can learn something from all this” , smile the desperately civilised 
characters. 1 don’t doubt it. The lesson is as useful as Dettol. They keep it in the bathroom 
& use it  to dab the cut knees of the brain. There is this urge, as visible in Delany as in 
LeGuin or McCaffrey, to  comfort, explain, nurse, initiate. I can’t abide it. There’s no irony 
in it. There’s no sense of engaging the world. Acceptance, adaptation, ecology, & simple 
ethical systems. It all seems like an attempt to spray air-freshener in the dustbin.



I want to bite the hand that 
feeds me. i want to bite 
that hand so badiy

Elvis Costello, Radio.

I have never been interested 
in competing for anything. 
One’s work makes its appeal 
by its intrinsic value. If I found 
myself competing for a 
section of the audience 
I’d be mortified.

The job of an editor exists 
entirely in acceptance and 
rejection; and in the 
correction of spelling 
mistakes.



The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an ‘objective 
correlative’, in other words, a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which 
shall be the formula of that particular emotion; such that when the external 
facts, which must terminate in sensory experience, are given, the emotion is 
immediately evoked.

T S Eliot, Hamlet, 1919

In the face of VAT fiction, with its spotty sincerity & ledgerised attempts to 
‘understand’, it  is difficult for us to reanimate ourselves;

In the face of VAT fiction it  is difficult fo r us to believe that fiction matters at all;
In the face of VAT fiction our only honourable creative guise is one of cynical 

obscurantism & despair;
In the face of VAT fiction all we can say is “Piss o ff ’.

M John Harrison

Epilogue
A t New Worlds we have at 
last run up the black flag of 
convulsive cannibalism. 
Once we have boiled down 
all our enemies and choked 
down all our friends we 
shall in all probability begin 
eating one another.

Photographs by Anthony Skellern



New and 
other worlds
As well as being one of the 
country's leading science 
fiction writers, M. John 
Harrison is involved with t 
new Manchester-based 
venture, Savoy Books.
Andrew Caesar spoke to 
Harrison the critic and 
self-critic.---------------
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-T h e O rigin o f 
Frivolity and the 

Shape o f the New Literature
"HOW may a writer produce great literature when he 

discovers no social, ethical, religious or political values to which he 
may relate? When literary "development" appears to have self
consciously projected itself into an ever weightier, ever more diffuse, 
ever stickier morass of literary sub-forms and "schools "? When his 
aspiring ego is intimidated by the amassed computer-fire of popular 
novels and journals, continuous TV, films and adverts of a combined 
word-volume unprecedented in the history of earth? When the 
intellect is subordinated to amorphous oceans of sensual electronics 
and when Literature herself has become the domain, equally, of 
academic and philistine, of intellectual dilitante and amateur dish
washer? When the literary consciousness and field of reference has









Formerly written by men and concerned with subjects of high 
sensibility, these columns became by degrees the washing-ground of 
women who wrote upon such topics as social engagements, 
cosmetics, polite morality, children, fashion, aquisitive success and 
the like, and it is certainly true that this kind of educated journalese 
has become very prevalent in our own day. The content of even the 
most stalwart of journals has been radically altered by the economic 
pressures brought to bear on them by the new generations of 
cultureless “ experts”  and “specialists”  of both sexes. Literary style 
and purpose have been submerged by such new and important 
considerations as the flavour of margarine. The words themselves 
have been simplified and diluted to the extent that they have become

In blaming women, though, we must also blame the men 
of the Eighteenth Century whose “ bookshop”  publishing houses and 
instruments of literary dissemination first gave way to the demands 
of the larger readerships. We must also concede that the remarkable 
progress observable today in terms of welfare, education and moral 
decency —  interests which have never occurred to the male sensibility 
by itself—  have all come to pass as a result of the female emancipation 
of the last two centuries. But the fact remains that these efforts to 
upraise even the most ignorant, tasteless and most selfish pin-brain 
that it  is possible to find and to put money in his pocket has resulted 
in the unacceptable literary dilemma we find: the man of artistic 
sensibility and insight alientated from his public, his powers eroded 
by a state of derangement. Such a man is condemned from the outset 
by frivolity —  by beer drinkers, bingo players, gamblers, pleasure 
seekers, sportsmen and the like, in fact by all those whose money 
continues to support the debased journals and other media which 
have come economically to favour the new lifestyles. He is 
condemned by Ellison’s “ Common Man” , to await the moment when 
the mass sensibility is elevated.

The man of artistic sensibility and insight is condemned 
from the outset by all those whose money continues to support the 
debased journals and other media which have come economically 
to favour the new lifestyles.





Now we can plainly see that there are many good writers, 
and it is not for us to complain of their lack. But because the 
environment in which these writers work consists of a kind of back
cloth made up of only superficially contrasting components, we find 
a frightening lack of motivation. Their magnum opii become not the 
encompassing works of their (and our) dreams but the “ minor” , 
small-scale masterpieces we are delighted to review on occasion. 
Stymied, these good writers are forced to draw their inspiration 
either from mundanity, or from a spirit of cultural resistance. In 
admitting that the lineage of Levi literature has floundered into a 
dreadful kitchen stew of all-sorts, however, the present editors are 
able to trace a new development which may not be met with instant 
regard from the voluble and highly-qualified critics, but which 
nevertheless has been in a kind of existence for at least a century, 
and which is hourly taking on better shape.

In a society, as we say, whose characteristics have become 
increasingly uniform (and we cannot, in the final analysis, blame 
.vomen or men at all, but the grubby economics of a great number of 
extremely vain and self-regarding hermaphrodites) we can expect to 
find no comforting or sensible developments, but we can and do 
expect to find flourishing the literature of the imaginative sort. 
Escape fiction, perhaps as a vehicle to a better world, or simply as a 
surrogate placenta has, it seems to us, become a strongly delineated 
alternative to the mainstream; and it further appears that in their 
unconscious recognition of this its writers have become more able at 
their craft. If we are at all uncertain about these appearances we are 
firmly united in the belief that the writings of the mass genre 
exponents and of fantasy writers as individuals, are nowadays more 
purposeful, their content is more substantial and their words better 
designed than in the past. They are writers who are conscious that 
imaginative literature does have a workable tradition, and who are 
attempting to develop this tradition. Because of their resistance to a 
limp culture they have already come to reflect Twentieth Century 
life, and many good writers who in the past were inspired directly 
by life and who wrote in the sensible tradition are now impelled by 
their new ambience.







The development, as we see it, is well suited to the life-style 
of a people who "live”  anywhere but in the present, who are 
propelled by the clock on which the economy is run, and also by 
the fear of being “caught on a spot” . At a trite level, diversions, 
fantasies and entertainments have become the order of the day, and 
if this were the only kind of "literature”  produced we would not 
bother to waste our ink further. But because an abundance of good 
imaginative writing is also detectable we are of the mind that we are 
in the midst of a literary evolution still in the early stages of its 
flowering. The good writers are good because they are not simply 
pandering to the urge to escape but because they are being drawn to 
the writing by a rather more complex influence-to-evolve which they 
perceive not in the environment (which they hope to transcend), 
but in themselves.

This period in which the tradition of imaginative literature 
has dominated and which scarcely needs reiterating here has origins 
which are traceable to Edgar Allan Poe, Mary Shelley and Peacock, 
and (later) to Aubrey Beardsley. On the Continent, where writers 
have to a greater extent been the observers of the intensive 
commercialisation of Britain and the US, and therefore have been 
more objectively placed, the tradition has encompassed such writers 
as Jarry, Lautreamoni:, Anatole France, the Surrealists and Dadaists. 
The modern American scene has been dominated by William 
Burroughs, and a whole campus of ironic imagists including Barth, 
Sladek and Disch, and most importantly by Harlan Ellison. In our 
own country Machen, Lindsay, Wells, the neo-Romantics, Peake, and 
today Ballard, Heathcote Williams, and the movement about 
Moorcock (Harrison; Jones, et al), have held sway.

This tradition has evolved out of the imperative of the 
higher sensibilities to revolt at the primitive and trivial, yet it  has 
been delineated almost entirely at our end of the century by 
Moorcock.

Whereas Thomas Love Peacock recorded the choppy 
transmutation of ages Classical and Romantic, whereas Jarry reacted 
with disdainful satire against mechanised society, whereas Poe, Wells



as well as the technological dooms and gains of the period, whereas 
Beardsley became perversely pure, and the neo-Romantics gave form 
to a fantasy born o f Armageddon — all exponents of the new 
tradition now caught up in its tidal flow — Moorcock alone has 
consciously and consistently engineered the construction of 
conditions favourable to the imaginative writer. Here is a writer who 
has come in at both ends of the tradition, but who has never been in 
danger of disappearing up the posterior end as many critics once 
hoped. With the mass market fantasy novels of Elric and Dorian 
Hawkmoon, the antoning Alien Heat “ conversation”  novels (perhaps 
influenced more than we have suspected till now by Peacock), and 
the ironic Cornelius books (which derive from his purposeful 

..chiselling of the New Worlds platform), he has done most to define 
e trend and further shown that this trend belongs to a tradition.

I f  we may be forgiven these vanities, and come to our 
point, the literature o f the imagination is now a very healthy main 
tradition, whereas the social novel is having a rough passage. The 
inability to perceive that this is true is the root cause of the modern 
writer’s dilemma, and the reason why the book reviews of 
contemporary literary critics, who have buried their heads in the 
sand, rarely affect book sales. Imaginative writing is of greater 
significance than social writing because it is more needed, because it 
derives from the true conditions of the writer. It is more needed 
because it illuminates the paths of the soul. It has become the
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of raw metal (which all boogie fairly boisterousJyon the
pneomatoscopicpl,lne),itiscleartholtthiSolbusedthingwols
muchmorefulfilledbeingollumpofcupro-nickelfilther
thMlbeingsquinched into the meolninglessolndtiresome
sholpe cyniG.1l1y forced upon this now wrelChed piece of
equipment (presumolblythusdesignedsothatyouG.1nget
it out ofsomeone's holnd withol spmner) and exudingMl
oluralikeolC(H1guledbu.fart.

Mr. LawtOfl is now incidenully buildingol TesJol coil
withwhichhepro~tofireSOO,OOOvoitsofpl.lSfTlOid

spMk-mushthroughhisbodY,swolthinghimselfwith
Elektn.'soleon juice. The whole humMl ilUrol is visible in
such a field. lfhe turns himself into il Smiths Ctisp during
the process, it might be possible to putol tfilceron hisolurol
olnd see where it goes, but hopefully he will not.

It molY be however th.lt there is an unexpe<;ted Kirlioln
photograph taken at the momentofa man'sdeUh,nearly
two thousand years ago,nilmely the Shroud of Turin. hs
quite possible that the Shroud beCilmeemulsifiedby the
gelatinous unguents, balms and spices with which Christ's
body was covered. The material of the cloth,soakingup
scraps of silver nitrate, acetic acid,metol,potassium
bromide, in the unguents and in Christ'S sweat, would have
become photo'sensitive, and the coronal discharge at the
momentofhisdeath was emblazoned on the cloth.

When the stQI1e was rolled aWilY from the dark room,
the first Kirlian pic had been developed,stopped and fiJICed.

The modern science of electro-photogrilphy has borne
outinstincLivehumMleJICperienceinseve~Wilys.The

phrue"illl lit up",ilcommon phrase forinwJlCicaLiOfl,isiln
intereslin&eJlCilmple:electro-phot~phsofthefinger·Lip

of an intoJICic.1ted wbject showgreuhuvy splurges of light,
clumsilyleakingout,anindiutionthiltlilrgequantitiesof
energy are being burnt up very quickly, ilnd they;aRi
uilgger;atedlyilluminilted.

The iln,ient Chinese meridiMlS in;acupun'ture, the
irrigating junuions of the energy circuits, showup
drarnuiG.1J1yin Kirliiln pictures of the relevMlt p,lfts of the

body. Light squirts out, in stark powerful beams, from ltIe
very places indicated ilS meridi;ans of energy in lhe
traditionalacupun'ture,harts.

The l;ayingon ofhMlds is cleMly a benevolent auric
tfilnsmission. The V sign, or the first and last fingers of one
handspl;ayed towvdSyOUUpfilctisedon the Continent,
themt1noin·fiaJ, themanoimpudica,lhemanocomuta,
ilnd the demonic: mudras, ve MI attempt to earth you ilnd
paralyse you with negative currents.

At the dawn ofeJICperience people worshipped things
filther than uch other (orhyposwised versions of each
other). They worshipped them with il curious reverence,
riltherthanrapingthemwithadesUUctivefetishism.People
currently pick on their elders and beuers, namely things,
like;a fuctiouschild molesting and tormenting a peaceful
adult in order toget;a reaction. Now perhaps thingsG.1n be
seen in a new light.

The science however is still in its infancy, and sadly
shortly after its birth sciolist soul-spivsand hucksters
moved in on it with the assiduity of an end-of·the·pier
palmist. They sell over·priced Kirlian cameras and woo the
unwary with extremely dubious character studies based on
an eleclro·photograph. At the Kirlian stand at theretent
Festival of Mind and Body ilt Olympia thousands of people
queued to have their finger-tips photographed,;and then
were lured into shelling out a consider;able sum for whal
sounded to an uvei-droppera shallow, hazardous, and
ridiculously generalised analysis. h reG.1!Js the evly days of
electr~nuphalogr;aphy.lremember rUding m evly paper
onthesubje<:twhichclilimedth,ilfair-linepilolsiltld
psychopaths showed similar EEG's. Doubtless the miln who
wroteith;adillargeholdinginP.&O.lines.

The left-hilnd pilth will surely lead to Kirlian beach
photo&J-phers, Bio-plasmic Photo-booths in WoolwOI"ths,
.lJ1dPr;amf'hotomatonsin Benves' Butlins, ilnd the
right-hand pilth (or viu versa) tOiluric bugging: if thoughts
show up on the;auric field then the thoughl polic.e won't
be too long in trying to stitch itilll up, so that everyone will
be looSCMed to have any aura at all,;and we"be bilCk to
sqUilre one. The low-minded Sub-f"eil!ityputseh. "What my
nelwon'l catch simply ain't fish. The spark of life you say?
I can't see it.Turn the light on."

The middle path shows the way ilcross the Rainbow
Bridge.

Ourenergyiscontinuousandimmortal.self.absorption
short-eircuits your field and makes an ugly snap. Auric
altruismrefreshestheplanisphereandreturnsyourelectrons
10 you at compound interest. $ee yourself coming in bigger
than you were when you went out. Clean yourspvk.plugs,
NosferatuNerdniks. Ye that are heavy.laden, ripoff your
clothes, rise up and bathe the world in!;ght. The Recording
Angel's gOI a polvoid. Where's the Kirliv, clap~~r boy?
Akashic nasherS,unshuth your auric fronds md let iI all
hang out so fv you gotta pump air to it. Click.Click.
Take infinity!

Go with the Glow ;and Renew the Glowing Glue that
slickseverythingtogether.Cosmicsuperglue. Letyourligtll
so shine before men ... Sickness is pulling the plugs out on
it;all.lfyou keep your ilUn. to yourself you won't have
one. If you rip offsomething or someone els.e'sthe fvu
will desert yoo. Crown King Thing. The ;aUril bomb hilS
been detonated. Our energy is C(H1tinuous MId immOl"UI.
FiatJuxin the unfuckednuJIC.



Charles Partington
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“And how long have you been an expert in Voodoo?" 
Miss Brunner demanded.

Jeremy tried not to reflect anger. "Hardly an expert, 
angel. But this is Moss Side. Even the whites are black here."

Captain Maxwell was inspecting a fingernail. “What’s 
your opinion then?"

Jeremy Cornelius walked across the room and stared 
down at his cousin. He looked quickly away, aware of 
Jerry’s sensual beauty. Was he getting involved again so 
soon, he wondered?

"Perhaps Jerry's identity crisis is something other 
than a mental imbalance."

"What makes you think that?"
“Something he said earlier. One of the Voodoo

“How can we find out for sure?"
Jeremy stared at them both. "Take him to an expert, 

of course.”

They stood waiting on the steps of No. 73 while 
Captain Maxwell radioed for his car. The temperature 
would drop below freezing again tonight, Jeremy thought. 
Jerry’s head was resting on his shoulder. Miss Brunner was 
supporting Jerry’s other arm.

“Doctor John?” she said. " I ’ve heard that name 
before somewhere. Who is he?"

Jeremy was tingling. He was undecided if it was the 
cold night air or Jerry’s nearness. “He's a Cajun rhythm 
and blues howler from New Orleans; into heavy metal rock 
and Voodoo, a mean combination. His band’s just finished 
warm-up sets in Leeds and Sheffield. They’ll be in London 
next week.”

“That's fine,” Captain Maxwell grumbled, fastening 
the buttons on his heavy tweed overcoat. "But where will 
he be now?”

"Anywhere there’s hooch, black music and hookers.” 
Jeremy grinned.

"And  where are we likely to find all that in the North 
of England?" Miss Brunner wanted to know.

"Here in the Moss, silly. In the New Reno."
They ran down the steps as Captain Maxwell's 

chauffeur-driven Phantom Five pulled up at the kerb.

’Salamander' were playing at the New Reno, and as 
usual Madame Kokomo had jacked up the entrance fee to 
cover her overheads.

The spades on the door eyed Maxwell suspiciously, 
but let them all in. As he paid for the tickets, Jeremy 
refused an offer to score an ounce of Columbian. One had 
to be careful, besides it was usually cut at the New Reno.

The music was Jamaican, complex throbbing rhythms 
that reverberated off the walls and the senses in a frenzy of 
urgent native energy. The music was basic, primitive -  
there was no way to ignore it.

As they moved towards the bar, many of the spades 
stared at Jerry Cornelius as though they knew he had a hex 
on. Captain Maxwell was very unsettled, he didn't approve 
of ethnic gatherings. He didn't quite trust these wogs.

The lighting was red and almost non-existent. The air 
streamed and billowed with smoke and incense. Jeremy 
waited for his eyes to adjust, then he stared around the 
packed big room, looking for Madame Kokomo.

She upped him on the shoulder.
“Lookin’ for somethin' Jeremy? You know the 

hurdy-gurdy girls don’t get in till later.”
She was a large solid woman with bright red hair 

frizzed out Afro-style. Her make up was running so much in 
the heat it was smearing her face glitter.

Jeremy nodded. “Yeah, something special. A  case of 
heebie-jeebies. Needs fixin' bad."

She rolled her eyes. "N o  Voudoun priests here 
tonight. All attending big Cercmonic-Cailc down the Moss."

Jeremy leaned closer so that he could be heard as 
Salamander picked up ‘Broken Dog Blues.’ " I  know, 
Mambo," she shook her head at that, " I  also know a New 
Orleans Houngan is visiting. You see, Madame Kokomo?"

She looked over his shoulder, looking into Jerry’s 
eyes. “This one the shivers?" she asked.'

Jeremy nodded. Notes changed hands.
“What’s his name?"
Jeremy whispered in her ear.
“When you hear the Assator call, you be ready."

She vanished into the smoky darkness.

Time passed.
Jeremy’s head was spinning from the raw liquor. Miss 

Brunner was on her feet, swaying sensually to Salamander's 
version of 'Whore-Heat.' Captain Maxwell, tired of watching 
the writhing convulsions of black dancers, was waiting 
outside in the Phantom Five. Jerry, his eyes half-closed, 
was singing the words of ' I ’m twenty-eight. It’s getting 
late!’

All heads turned towards them as the distinctive voice 
of the Assator, the Voodoo ritual drum, called a Chirer 
Ayizan.

Dancers dressed in vivid Haitian prints and golden 
bangles formed a loose swaying circle around their table, 
clapping their hands in the special Batterie Maconniquc 
beat which would continue throughout the ensuing 
ceremony. Their faces were hidden behind grotesque animal

Madame Kokomo rolled into the circle. She was 
wearing a long grass skirt. Her thick body gleamed with oils. 
Doctor John entered behind her. The dancers moaned and 
howled their salutations.

Doctor John-----
Thick black hair hung in tight braids, he wore long 

golden carings. Around his neck was a powerful Collier 
necklace of mad dog's teeth. He was dressed in a purple 
calico shirt and yellow fringed buckskin pants tucked into 
alligator-hide lace-up bools. His teeth were capped with 
silver. His skin was as black as his soul.

"Let’s get this Hoo-Doo Mass under way, brothers.” 
he called. Immediately, the drums responded.

Jeremy had never imagined that drums could produce 
such sounds. The rhythms were ancient; part Voodoo — 
part‘Amerindian, creating electric tensions in the nerves, 
strange resonances in the blood. The excitement was not 
intrinsically sexual, though the swaying limbs and bodies of 
the masked dancers glistening with oils and sweat were 
tauntingly erotic. Jeremy’s senses suffered a systaltic attack, 
colours merged and flared in blazing rainbows, shapes 
trembled, outlines ran. Time and distances stretched and 
contracted. Still the shockwave ritualistic drumming and 
handclapping went on, a mesmeric force winding up to an 
almost unbearable crescendo that tore screams from the 
throats of the dancers and left the drummers collapsed 
across their vibrating skins.

Then in the stunned silence, from somewhere in the 
crowd, a woman began to moan, an ululating cry that made 
Jeremy’s skin crawl. She sounded like an animal in pain.

Taking huge swallows from a bottle o f Red Horse 
rum, Doctor John approached Jerry Cornelius, jerry 
seemed to be in a deep trance, though when Doctor John 
laid hands upon him, he smiled slyly. As their flesh met, a 
transference of energy occurred, passing between them like a



crackle of static electricity. They both looked surprised.
Doctor John gulped at the rum again, swaying and 

humming to himself; an impressive Chthonic figure 
summoning the dark phase of his Voodoo powers.

He began mumbling something which, to Jeremy’s 
still ringing ears, could either have been a Voudoun 
incantation or a recitation of militant poetry.

Finishing off the contents of the bottle in a 
deliberately long swallow, Doctor John forced the raw 
alcohol out through his clenched teeth, covering Jerry 
Cornelius in a fine spray of Red Horse that drenched him 
from head to foot.

A  roach arced up from somewhere in the crowd of 
onlookers, following a trajectory that ended on Jerry's 
shoulder. There was a sudden flash, and his slight figure was 
enveloped in a shimmering halo of fire. The flames died 
almost instantly.

Doctor John stamped his left foot three times and 
cried, "Abba Zabba! Abba Zabba! Abba Zabba!"

Jeremy was stunned. For a second he had relived the 
incident in Miss Brunner’s house on Milk Hill when Jerry’s 
corpse had been sprayed with blazing napalm. The shock 
made him feel weak at the knees.

Jerry Cornelius, his clothes and hair smouldering 
slightly, walked away from his baptism of fire. The crowd 
gasped, falling away from him.

Laughing, Jerry turned to Doctor John.
"Quittc Yo  Jouir!’’ he screamed in a devil’s voice. 

And the drums started up.

As Salamander struck the opening riffs of ‘Goats and 
Monkeys,’ Jerry Cornelius approached his cousin.

"Jeremy, where did I get these ridiculous clothes?” 
he asked, distastefully fingering the soiled sleeve of his 
white silk blouse.

Jeremy was still a little upset, it showed in his eyes. 
The fire sequence had really got to him.

Nodding undcrstandingly, Jerry took his arm and 
steered his cousin towards the emergency exit.

"But Captain Maxwell’s waiting for us, out front.” 
Jeremy began. “And Miss Brunner----- ”

“Can take care of herself." Jerry said firmly. "Look.”
Miss Brunner, Madame Kokomo and Doctor John 

were talking intimately together. They all seemed very 
amused over something. Madame Kokomo and Miss Brunner 
had linked arms.

Jerry Cornelius .kicked the fire-doors open.
“Arc you coming, Jeremy? Do hurry, it’s freezing out

here.”
Jeremy did not try to resist.
They arrived at No. 73 after having taken the back 

route through the maze of gardens, waste ground and alley- 
ways at the rear of Princess Road.

The front door was open; lights showed in all the 
windows on the third floor. Mahavishnu and the sounds of 
conversation came from Jill’s room. People were sitting on 
the stairs and standing around in the hallway, smoking.

Fortunately, the party hadn’t spilled over into 
Jeremy’s room, Jerry closed the door behind them.

"Captain Maxwell's going to be very annoyed.” 
Jeremy pointed out, carefully lighting the ancient gas fire.

Jerry stood by the window, peering out through the 
curtains. His expression was almost sanguine.

"How long have I been dead, Jeremy?" he asked.
"Almost three years. We were beginning to think that 

this time it might be permanent."
Jerry laughed, though there was little amusement on 

his face. "Perhaps it would have been. But people will

meddle.”
"Hogarth Muir?"
Jerry's eyes were haunted when he turned from the 

window. "Amongst others." He began undressing. “There 
were two attempts at black mass resurrections while my 
body was lying in Harrow." Jerry remembered. "But they 
came to nothing. Insufficient inducement, I suppose.”

“And what's the animating force this time?” Jeremy 
asked as his cousin took hold of his hands.

"Let’s say it’s a question of identity. I'm prepared to 
share anything but that.”

They fell onto the bed. Jeremy wept silent tears. The 
Anal Assassin laughed, and pumped vigorously.

They were in Captain Maxwell’s car heading towards 
Ringway Airport. Relations were a little strained. Captain 
Maxwell was furious.

"All night, I waited for you! All night! I would have 
thought that at least one of you would have had the 
decency to... to..."

“Dismiss you?” Jerry Cornelius suggested, sniggering.
Miss Brunner squirmed, trying to find a comfortable 

position on the Phantom Five’s luxurious rear scat. The 
speedometer reached eighty.

"It would have been even quicker if you could have 
arranged clearance for the helicopter to land at Platt Fields 
again.” She smiled at Captain Maxwell and glared at the 
two cousins, daring them to say anything else.

Captain Maxwell melted. "Impossible,my dear. It was 
acceptable for a light Sikorsky to land inside the city limits, 
but not for a fully fuelled and armed Westland WG-13. Far 
too risky.”

"How long will the flight take?" she asked sweetly.
It was Maxwell's turn to glare at Jerry. “You’d better 

ask him! Apparently Jerry doesn’t trust the department 
with that information. All he's told us so far is that it’s in 
France somewhere.”

The Phantom Five took the airport approach road off 
the Princess Parkway and within minutes they were running 
across the windswept airstrip towards the waiting helicopter.

Jerry was just about to climb into the Westland when 
Miss Brunner handed him a tab.

Jerry looked as though he was going to object, then 
grimacing mournfully, he swallowed it.

Jeremy looked qucstioningly at Miss Brunner.
"A  necessary insurance." Miss Brunner explained, 

pushing Jerry up into the body of the aircraft.
“Armament?" Jerry Cornelius asked the second 

officer, as the giant Westland WG-13 reached an altitude of 
twelve thousand feet.

“The usual, Sir. Two M60 side-mounted machine 
guns. A  40-mm automatic grenade launcher equipped with 
both explosive and phosphorous grenades, and a rear- 
mounted 12.7-mm machine gun.”

Jerry Cornelius nodded. "Personal weapons?"
"A  dozen .38 Smith and Wesson revolvers. Six 

Belgian FN self-loading-rifles and two flame-throwers. But," 
he stressed, making quite sure that everyone in the party 
heard and understood, “ammunition will be issued only on 
Captain Maxwell's orders. And he alone gives the command 
to open fire.”

"Naturally,” Jerry agreed, yawning.
“Coffee!" Miss Brunner called from the tiny mess

"Oh, one thing more, Sir." The second officer said.
"Yes?”
"The pilot would like to know exactly where we're 

going."





towards the weapon racks.
The Westland landed by the edge of the lake, not far 

from the remains of a disused railway line. The downwash 
from its rotors scattered snow and ice-shards in all directions.

Before the engine whine had died, Jerry had opened 
the exit-hatch and leapt out into the snowstorm. He had 
strapped on one of the flame-throwers. In each hand he 
carried a loaded Smith and Wesson revolver.

"Come back here!” Captain Maxwell shouted through 
the hatch as Jerry ran across the railway tracks and under 
the first of the cypress trees. “Come back here!” But if the 
New Aquarian Prophet heard the summons, he made no sign.

Miss Brunner grabbed a Belgian F.N. and two 
cartridge clip-belts and tried to follow Jerry. Captain 
Maxwell blocked the hatch with his bulk.

"What do you think you’re doing?” Maxwell’s jowls 
quivered with rage. His eyes were pressed into thin slits.

“I ’m going to help Jerry. Now get out of the way, 
Maxwell.” She still had Jerry’s needle gun. It’s muzzle was 
pointing directly at Captain Maxwell’s heart.

The sounds of distant sporadic gunfire came echoing 
into the Westland’s cramped cabin.

"Listen!” Maxwell said hoarsely. "Jerry’s causing 
enough damage out there as it is. The idea was to talk to

Muir first. The weapons were to be used as a Iasi resort." 
Captain Maxwell was as determined as Miss Brunner. “You’ll 
stay here until I give the word. I don’t want you adding to 
the carnage.”

The pilot interrupted him. “That’s not Mr Cornelius, 
Sir. It sounds like rifle fire, probably M16s. There’s at least 
three of them.”

helicopter,” the pilot insisted, girding himself with an extra 
revolver.

Jeremy, beginning to feel distinctly nervous now, 
immediately volunteered. Unfortunately, Captain Maxwell 
wouldn’t hear of it.

"Very decent of you, Jeremy. But perhaps it might





41 die as bus dives into lake



I am an artist;
and should be exempt from shit
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